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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for inviting me. As NSF PD’s we like to get out and talk to the community and more importantly, to listen to you.Just so you understand my perspective on SDN, I’m not faculty but I do have an applied research background and a lot of years of experience running really large global networks. So I’m hoping to give you a little different talk than you might get hereI run the CICI program, I’m one of several SaTC PD’s,   one of 4 PD’s on CC* and I’m on CyberPhysical Systems. And I do cross agency funding with DHS and DARPA.So I get a glimpse into several different aspects of SDN research and ops
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Agenda

 NSF-funded SDN research
 NSF-funded SDN implementations
 SDN Workshops and Emerging Themes
 SDN Barriers to Adoption
 SDN Security Research Opportunities
 Other Agencies and SDN
 Ideal Outcome for NSF
 Secure SDN Experimentation
 Funding Opportunities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m not going to go through the latest SDN security papers or literature, as I assume you’re more familiar with it than I am.But I will go through NSF’s perspective on SDN and some specific security challenges.I’ll also give you perspective on what others are doing in other agencies.Some of what I’ll talk about is basic NSF funding logistics and programs. If you're a newer PI you may benefit more from this than others.
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NSF by the Numbers
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NSF Support of Academic Basic Research
(as a percentage of total federal support)

Source: NSF/NCSES, “Survey of Federal Funds for 
Research& Development, FY 2013. From NSF  FY2016 
Budget Request to Congress Request 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Science of Security: Thought Leaders

Carl Landwehr (founded the original NSF SaTC program) – wrote about formal 
models of security in 1981

Roy Maxion (CMU):
Experimentation
CS students have less training in statistics than social science

Fred Schneider (Cornell) (2012):
“Blueprint for a Science of Cybersecurity”:

-transcend specific technologies and attacks, yet still be applicable 
in real settings
- introduce new models and abstractions
- facilitate discovery of new defenses as well as describe non-obvious 
connections between attacks, defenses, and policies

Dusko Pavlovic (U Hawaii) (2012):
Security practices lack a method to systematically understand security 

problems and predict the future behaviors. Need to invent a science of security:
- combine various sciences into a new one
- add the experimental method to CS
- measurable validation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Much of this seemed to reach its peak in 2011 and 2012. 2011 was the release of the NITRD Federal Strategy which mentions science of security. Schnieder also talks about Formal Methods and Experimental Computer Science
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Is SDN Security a “Hot Topic”?

 USENIX 2015 HotSec workshop on what 
makes a hot topic in security

 What role do funding agencies, industry and 
researchers play in deciding what research to 
pursue and fund?

 Are there enough basic research questions 
around SDN Security that NSF should 
continue funding?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Opinions on SDN are still divided. People think it’s the next great way to design a network or they are completely resistant to it. At USENIX 2015 there was a special workshop on “Hot Topics in Security”The discussion revolved around what makes a hot topic.Is it that researchers are inspired by some new idea or approach? Or is it driven by funding from external organizations? And what role does industry play?An example was that continuous authentication / mobile authentication is currently a hot topic. Why? And what role should funding play in developing or encouraging hot topics, versus supporting more basic research?I really like this as it applies to SDN because SDN has been talked about for at least 6 years, but it has stalled in adoption, particularly in larger enterprises outside the Data Center. Often the CIOs cite security, while network engineers cite the non traditional support model. Is it a networking skill, dev ops, app developer?A better analogy is that it’s been very chicken and egg
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The Bigger Picture: NSF’s Funding 
Source

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Where does SDN fall in terms of NSF’s funding source, congress?
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2011 Federal Cybersecurity R&D 
Strategic Plan

Coordinated every 5 years by NITRD for the National Science and 
Technology Council

 2011 Plan highlighted Science of Security: 
 “…has the potential of producing universal laws that are predictive and transcend 

specific systems, attacks, and defenses.”
 “…not limited to the traditional, formal mathematical model of reasoning, but extends 

to experimental science, simulation and data exploration, field studies, social and 
behavioral science, and principles of engineering.” 

 Research required to develop:
 Methods to model adversaries
 Techniques for component, policy, and system composition
 A control theory for maintaining security in the presence of partially successful attacks
 Sound methods for integrating humans in the system: usability and security
 Quantifiable, forward-looking security metrics (using formal and stochastic modeling 

methods)
 Measurement methodologies and testbeds for security properties
 Comprehensive, open, and anonymized data repositories

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again towards the end we’ll get back to the implications of this both on SDN and on research infrastructure.
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Networking and IT Research and 
Development (NITRD) FY16 Supplement 

to President’s Budget
Large Scale Networking (LSN): 

• “identify approaches, best practices, and testbed 
implementations for Software Defined Infrastructure, SDN 
and SDXs…” 

• “develop, deploy and operate dynamic secure interdomain 
layers 1, 2 and 3 operational and virtualized networking 
capability – DoD, DoE, NASA, NIST, NSA, NSF 

• “experimental network facilities”
• Multiagency workshops: SDN Network planning

Cybersecurity (CSIA): 
• Accelerating Transition to Practice
• CyberPhysical Systems (CPS) Security
• Security for Cloud-based systems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you’re not familiar with NITRD, it’s the 20 member interagency coordination body for federal R&D spending across networking, computing, software, securityNITRD reports to the National Science and Technology Council Committee on Technology  Chaired by OSTPLooking at a few of the specifics called out, you see SDN starting to emerge in a few of the working groups.
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Cybersecurity Enhancement Act 2014
 Public-Private Collaboration on Security (NIST)
 R&D. "Amends the Cyber Security Research and Development Act to 

permit NSF R&D grants for: (1) secure fundamental protocols that 
are integral to inter-network communications and data exchange; (2) 
secure software engineering and software assurance; (3) holistic 
system security to address trusted and untrusted components, 
reduce vulnerabilities proactively, address insider threats, and 
support privacy; (4) monitoring, detection, mitigation, and rapid 
recovery methods; and (5) secure wireless networks, mobile devices, 
and cloud infrastructure."

 Cybersecurity Testbeds. “By Dec 2015…NSF… shall conduct a 
review of cybersecurity test beds, including an assessment of 
whether a sufficient amount are available. Permits the NSF, if it 
determines that additional test beds are necessary, to award grants 
to institutions of higher education or research and development 
nonprofit institutions to establish such additional test beds.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This came out Dec 18 2014 and these are the highlights as they relate to NSFWe’ll get back to the implications of this on SDN towards the end of my presentation.
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NSF-funded SDN Research
2011-2015 NSF funded ~60 SDN/NFV proposals or 

workshops
 NeTS examples:

 (SDNFV) - Flexible, High Performance Network and Data 
Center Virtualization

 Big Data and Optical Lightpaths-Driven Software Defined 
Networking

 High-performance Data Plane Kernels for Software Defined 
Networking

 A Software Defined Internet Exchange
 Network Function Virtualization Using Dynamic 

Reconfiguration

*For a more comprehensive history of SDN, see “The Road to SDN: An
Intellectual History of Programmable Networks”  (Feamster/Rexford/Zegura)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NSF has been funding SDN or NFV specific research since ~2009 and some would argue that we’ve funded SDN-like research prior to that.NeTs is our core network research program so that funded many of the earliest research into SDN. I pulled our projects funded (I can’t discuss the unsuccessful or unfunded proposals). About 1/3 of NSF spending on SDN has been in the research area and the rest in the later stage applied SDN research and/or operational implementations which we’ll discuss in a bit.I chose these random sampling of titles for no particular reason but to illustrate the general theme
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Secure and Trustworthy Cyberspace 
(SaTC)

 Cross Directorate Program
 Aims to support fundamental scientific advances and technologies to 

protect cyber-systems from malicious behavior, while preserving 
privacy and promoting usability. 

 Develop the foundations for engineering systems inherently 
resistant to malicious cyber disruption

 Cybersecurity is a multi-dimensional problem, involving both the 
strength of security technologies and variability of human behavior.

 Encourage and incentivize socially responsible and safe behavior by 
individuals and organizations

 Transition to Practice Perspective – encourage 
later stage research to move into operations
or have idea acquired by others to develop

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SaTC is NSF’s basic cybersecurity research program and has been around about 10 years. SaTC is not prescriptive and seeks to fund the best of what we get. FY17’s solicitation will have some changes, so be on the lookout for it soon.Note the TTP perspective and its purpose. If you feel your research is beyond basic research, think about applying for TTP. Some of the requirements are a target user group and a prototypeOpen source is encouraged!Fabian Monrose had a TTP and it’s been wildly successful in NSF”s eyes. SDN is a great topic for transitioning. NSF has funded one SDN SBIR project but I don’t know its status.
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SaTC FY15-16 Funding Areas 

Access control
Anti-malware
Anticensorship
Applied cryptography
Authentication
Cellphone network security
Citizen science
Cloud security
Cognitive psychology
Competitions
Cryptographic theory
Cyber physical systems
Cybereconomics

Cyberwar
Digital currencies
Education
Forensics
Formal methods
Governance
Hardware security
Healthcare security
Insider threat
Intrusion detection
Mobile security
Network security
Operating systems

Personalization
Privacy
Provenance
Security usability
Situational awareness
Smart Grid
Social networks
Sociology of security
Software security
Vehicle security
Verifiable computation
Voting systems security
Web security

SDN??

1 award in FY15: “TTP: SRN: On Establishing Secure and 
Resilient Networking Services (Huang)”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SDN has by and large been missing from our submissions to SaTC, though that trend is changing recently. I’ve only been there a short time, but we see trends each year in submissions on certain topics.One thing to note: Since it’s sometimes tough figuring out where you should submit, always talk to a PD. A proposal may be submitted to one program, but NSF PD’s will internally share the proposals and sometimes either co-panel with another program or transfer to that other program on your behalf.
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Cybersecurity Innovation for 
Cyberinfrastructure (CICI) NSF 16-533

Activities that impact the security of science, engineering and 
education environments

Target community is operational cyberinfrastructure/security 

 $7M available. Estimated 7 – 9 awards in 2 Areas (due April 19th):
 Secure and Resilient Architecture - $1M awards
 Regional Cybersecurity Collaboration - $500K awards

 2015 Awards with SDN: 
 CapNet: Secure Scientific Workloads with Capability Enabled 

Networks (1547457/UUtah/Burtsev)
 STREAMS: Secure Transport and Research Architecture for 

Monitoring Stroke Recovery (1547428/UMass Lowell/Luo)

 2016 Awards TBD soon

Presenter
Presentation Notes
STREAMS is all around challenges in transferring and processing patient related sensor data by SDN networks.
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NSF-funded SDN Security EAGERs

EAGER: Early Concept Grants for Exploratory 
Research

$300K and up to 2 years duration

 SDN WAN Security Testbed (SRI/Porras) – joint with 
KAIST/S. Korea

 SDN Containment Architecture to Enable Secure Role 
Based Network in Healthcare (UUtah/Van Der Marwe)

 Economic Policies at SDXs (UMass Amherst/Wolf)
 Central IT Ops Support for Production Open Flow 

(UWisconsin/Maas)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NSF has other funding mechanisms besides the traditional proposals. EAGERS considered “high risk/high reward” effortsMust explain why they don’t fit within traditional solicitations.May be a timing issue – hot topic to fund ASAPMay be that the fit isn’t quite right for any one specific programNSF PDs have authority to award EAGERS throughout the year. The process is you approach a PD with an idea.I got approached by Phil Porras about a WAN Security testbed. NSF paid for the US side and S Korea paid for the Korean side, making it a true international testbed. Wolf’s SDX: frameworks needed to define policies are an open area of research. Policies are typically derived from economic relationships established between providers, but Current SDX designs do not consider these economic relationships Bruce Maas the CIO of UW has one about supporting SDN in production
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NSF-funded SDN Implementations in 
Campus Cyberinfrastructure (CC*)

Later stage research and/or production networks
NSF 16-567 due Aug 23, 2016

Network Integration Area seeks to: ” Transition successful research 
prototypes in Software Defined Networking (SDN)”

 Campus Cyberinfrastructure (CC*) – 25+ SDN based grants since 2012
 Developing Applications with Networking Capabilities via End to End SDN (DANCES)
 Data Intensive E-Science and SDN at NCSU
 A Software Defined Campus Network for Big Data Sciences
 Advancing Network Capacity , Efficiency and Security for Wisconsin Big Data 

Research
 Software Defined and Privacy Preserving Network Measurement Instrument for Data 

Driven Science Discovery –UMass Lowell
 Bridging, Transferring and Analyzing Big Data over 100Gb Campus-Wide SDN
 International SDXs: Atlantic Wave and Starlight SDX

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Much of what’s been funded in SDN has been in an operational prototype area. We encourage campuses to apply and use SDN to solve a real world problem.CICI is specifically geared towards Security and we call out SDN security and interesting uses of SDN to enable security as one of our top priorities for funding.Additionally, the focus is on the scientific workflow, which can be broadly defined to include sensors, balloons, smart phones, academic med center instruments.CC* is designed for campus networking, and SDN is often proposed as an enabler of better networking. No requirement for security.Many of these projects are ideal testbeds for new research ideas, as the level of risk tolerance for minor outages or disruptions tends to be higher among early adopters.
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Workshops!
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SDN Workshops 2013-2016

 NITRD “Operationalization of SDNs” - Dec 2013
 Korea/US SDN/NFV for Smart Cities – Aug 2014
 Prototyping and Deploying SDXs – June 2014
 Operationalizing SDN – July 2015
 Research Challenges (co-located with ONUG) – Sept 

2015
 Beyond the Internet: Software Defined 

Infrastructures/SDX’s – Feb 2016

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There have been a multitude of workshops just in the past 3 years. I didn’t even look at the ones prior to when I arrived but I’m sure there were more.Each one mentions security and generally has breakouts on it but it’s never been the focus. We’re considering a security focused on for mid to late 2016 if the community feels it’s important enough. I’ll go over a few of these. NSF sponsored a workshop at ONUG which is basically the consortium of major financial companies, almost all of whom are doing SDN in their internal data centers but none have tried implementation over the public WAN due to security.
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NITRD SDN Program Review (2013)

 Security Findings:
Poorly understood relationship between switches and 

controller. How is trust established? How is 
authorization and authentication done?

How to deal with lack of trust between AS’s
How to expose policy without compromising security
Scalability

 Recommendations:
 ‘vigorous and sustained research program should 

investigate the security implications of multi-
domain/multi-layer SDNs”

 ‘research will benefit from close interactions of 
security researchers with engineers and operators’

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ll highlight just a few of the workshops because you’ll see consistent themes emerging.NITRD program review was directed by the White House’s OSTP who directed Federal Agencies, commercial sector and researchers to explore and report on the need for an SDN prototype network.One of the overarching themes here was multi domain SDNs. This remains a challenge today.The issue of trust is still vexing.What is the trust relationship between switches and controller?Should a switch trust all commands it receives from a controller?
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Prototyping SDX Workshop (2014)

 Ideas/Themes:
Can we solve the problem of inter-domain path end 

to end with declarative control. BGP can’t do it!
Can SDX owners design a prototype, including: 

trust/authorization, security, optimization, 
performance

Redefine what peering means
Explore new paradigms for inter-domain routing and 

resource identification/allocation/utilization
Understand how SDN/SDX can support specific 

applications not well served on todays’ internet

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Even in the wake of this workshop there has been little momentum on SDXs. This one talked a lot about how an SDX can be a broker of inter-domain trust and May be virtual or physical, which seemed to throw some people a bit.Another thing that was brought up is that All SDXs Require Local Compute/Storage. I haven’t seen this much in research proposals.The SDX architecture itself needs to be designed
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Common Workshop Themes

SDN is groundbreaking but someone else 
should try it first!

SDN lacks inherent security – uh oh! Let’s bake 
it in. *crickets*
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Some Barriers to SDN Adoption

 Lexicon/vocabulary when defining an authorization 
policy - identify the correct language for expressing 
security policies 

 What is an SDX? SDX traffic handling still 
rudimentary

 Lack of security standards and competing 
organizations – ONF, ETSI, ITU-T, IRTF

 Unclear integration (or not) with BGP and legacy 
routing

 Confusing products and roadmap from vendors. 
What’s really SDN vs an overlay?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The benefit of an SDX is that one can do Application-specific peering and Wide-area load balancing or Data preprocessingBut the downside is that the SDX controller is a middle-man that every participant has to trustCan declare policies that interfere with others and create havocCurrent SDXs are mostly Layer2 switching and a route server
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SDN Challenges

 Distributed state routing algorithms are holding back 
development

 Scaling. How to deal with the overwhelming amount 
of flows? 

 Controllers (by and large) remain in the development 
and design stages and are not suitable for production

 Warring controllers – interoperability issues
 Security must be designed in from the start –

retrofitting won’t work
 Decoupling policies from physical resources 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While SDN is still in development, its associated security issues should be identified and resolved.If controllers wont work seamlessly, no one will implement SDN. That would be like a Juniper and Brocade not working together,Many vendor products and research implementations haven’t been designed with consideration of the security implications of a WAN deployment
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SDN Security Challenges

 Hypervisor – needs strong VM quarantine and 
isolation – not just an SDN issue

 How is Privacy enforced or recognized?
 SDN Controller – just a few of the issues:
Authorization, authentication & access to controller
What policies define who can do what to whom?
Define explicit mechanisms by which app-level 

protocols and services may expose information 
without compromising security

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With regard to privacy - Is there any auditing that we can perform?With SDN, the control plane is separate (and may be even open source, or otherwise availableto the operator). There is therefore the opportunity to directly design in operational best practiceinto the controller hardening it beyond what is even possible or easy to do in a nonSDNDevice performing the same role. For instance, an SDN switch can prevent a host from impersonatinganother host’s MAC or IP address directly (because it can have global, policy knowledge of thenetwork).SDN controllers be designed to acquire, stream, and store network trafficdata at the highest possible rate the dataplane implementation is capable of without harmingnetwork performance (subject to storage availability), and at with the highest possible accuracyin time (enabling better correlation). This will yield immediate benefits in making available muchhigher resolution data to operators and researchers, and also allow analytics techniques andexperts access to network data, stimulating the further development of network trafficmanagement practice in a virtuous cycle.
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SDN Security Challenges

 Secure interfaces: right now some level of security is 
possible with things like OpenFlow (e.g., do TLS), but 
need to do better to make these interfaces secure (e.g., 
handing error conditions).

 Resource sharing: the centralized controller needs to 
effectively be able to decide how to allocate resources. A 
lot of work had been done here, but nothing is 
operationally viable.

 Access control: With all the different ways to slice and 
dice an SDN, need better more operationally viable ways 
to control who is allowed to do what.
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SDN Security Research Goals

 Closer coupling between “security” and “networking” 
research communities

 Broaden the pool of SDN/NFV researchers
 Partner with operational users to understand current 

and future needed functions
 Policy conflict resolution
 Ability to do network audit – inventory devices on a 

network
 Better peering policies
 How to peer BGP and SDN traffic 
 Characterizing everything on network
 Leverage SDN to deal with HIPPAA, FERPA, ITAR, 

PCI 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The issue of competing flow policies is still a huge research area.We visited AT&T and its clear that even carriers have no great approach to doing this on their network and especially not between networks.Ability to map network state across mobile and virtual functions
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SDN Security Research Goals

 Understand needs and motivations of different target 
communities: carriers, enterprises, government, 
science

 SDXs – policy chaining, flow governance
 Protocols for Inter-domain
 Better measurement, management and monitoring 

than traditional networks
 More prototypes! More production traffic
 Quantifying Operational cost savings
 Ensure good software engineering in any code 

developed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Carriers motivation – using SDN unifies multi vendor, multi layer networknonSDN network traffic management (and measurement) is quite primitive. In most networks it is only possible to see movingMultiminute averages of traffic moving in and out of network interfaces, which makesoperational troubleshooting imprecise and slow, especially when under attack. In somenetworks traffic sampling is done for higher resolution measurement, but in general nonSDNnetwork traffic management systems do not leverage analytics techniques nor the declining costof CPU and disk storage.
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SDN on the WAN

 Global Traffic Engineering
 Interoperating with legacy transport on the Internet
 Real time identification, classification, and control of flows 

by user or application at scale, enabling advanced network 
management in an IoT environment.

 Create a Content Delivery Network (ie to stream video 
from a location closer to user). For NSF science 
community it’s needed for scientific uses. Carriers and 
content providers need it to differentiate services.

 IXPs / SDXs need strong isolation between participants -
parts of the infrastructure are shared among multiple 
participants.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Successful SDN at the IXPs is the holy grail but Even Google only does inter data center, not true WAN nor at exchange points.Network on demand” feature for customers – during day can provision the circuit as internet, at night can provision as bandwidth between data centers. Can do it via a secure API from customer into AT&T network.Carriers are eliminating a lot of physical equipment in favor of SDN. AT&T will no longer provision T-1’s this year – it takes physical equipment. No need to do this if you can burst and provision bandwidth and services more flexibly and quickly. Carriers want bandwidth on demand. They have transport SDN already on the backbone.
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Opportunities for Operational 
Security through SDN

 Policies and Verification: Should be a more mathematical way to 
represent policies and verify that they are being implemented well as 
well as meet the desired goals. Examples: Policy Graph Architecture 
(PGA) work from HP, Veriflow work from Urbana Champaign is 
another.

 Software implementation verification: How can you detect if the 
software modules implemented and the logic is true to its intent? This 
could be considered QA and verification of percentage coverage.

 Analytics: How can  real-time analytics of flows in SDN help identify 
and prevent security issues? Things like CTC which are hard to do with 
deep packet inspection.
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SDN for Improved Network Analytics

Dept of Energy’s ESNet SDN Analytics Engine 
(Nick Buraglio, Sr. Engineer)

Traditional IDS/IPS’s can’t keep up! They’re built around 
traditional points of visibility. SDN changes that.

Take Bro IPS/IDS flow data, cross reference for 
targeted attacks. Use sFlow data as a tertiary data 
source from edge switches to gain more granular view 
when combining with router traffic.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The SDN orchestration piece allows you to touch multiple layers. It acts like a distributed IPS.Traditional IPSs can’t keep up. Use Bro to do the heavy lifting. The hard part isn’t getting the traffic, it’s the distributed analytics.Operators are  used to getting layer 3 flow data from specific points in a network, and the tools are then built around where we can get visiblity.SDN allows a view of the access layer, which has a more granular view to see and act on events.
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Interdomain SDN Security Challenges

 Large numbers of distinct AS’s
 AS’s lack trust
 SDN’s designed as islands – nothing in protocols is 

interdomain
 Security architecture must be designed for scalability
 SLA, Economic and policy research topics. Can 

internal information on SDN be shared on a limited 
basis with peer SDNs and globally connected SDNs

 QoS and resiliency
 Operating in conjunction with BGP and legacy 

equipment. SDN more than likely will not be 
greenfield adoption.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is one of our biggest areas of interest, especially in the operational context.SDN’s benefits on the WAN bring several security challenges.Doing SDN within a data center or on a private WAN like Google’s B4 is markedly simpler than doing it across multiple AS’s.Policies used by ISPs for their peering agreements and route selection are private. SDXes need to provide services that can be consumed by participants through APIswithout this causing leakage of any confidential information to other participants at the SDX.
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Creative Uses of SDN
 Coordinate responses for DDoS mitigation
 Wireless or Cellular 
 IoT – more processing at the “edge”, more flexible 

reconfiguration of devices or removal of insecure 
devices. Can Security and admission control be done at 
the edge before it gets into the network?

 Life/Safety - need for near real-time, response, 
especially for applications involving safety (such as 
hazardous industrial processes) or commerce (such as 
monitoring of inventory or customer behavior). 

 Security “middlebox” functions
 SDX could be used for compute, storage and 

networking resource sharing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SDN can assist with Wireless content delivery if it can dynamically control traffic flows across WiFi access networks. The challenge remains how to access those networks. If clients pay more, can SDN assist with getting access to higher resolution mobile data?SDN will be a critical enabler of IoT in order to reconfigure network devices, reroute traffic and apply authentication and access rules. Estimates vary up to ~50billion devices by 2030 but traditional network capacity won’t grow that fast.Processing more data at the edge, where sensors are, before pulling data and traffic back to a central location, will make it more efficient, with lower latencyLook at what retail stores are doing – offering coupons to you based on where you walk within a store and what you browse on your phone as you shopQoS will need to be intact across multiple networksFor middle boxes, SDN make it easy to apply automated policies to redirect suspicious traffic to, for example, a honeynet where it can be safely examined. By making networking management less complex, SDN allows IT to set and enforce more segmented access controls. 
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SDN for Science

 Each science domain has problems that might better be solved 
using SDN or SDX:
 Astronomy – radio astronomy uses real time data flows 

needing high performance streams. LSST 
 Climate Science – moves large amounts of data to local 

facilities
 Genomics – already uses SDN-enhanced data transport 

among multiple campuses
 Physics – much more LHC data. Estimated 100 PB/mo by 

mid 2016. Could individual flows be programmed? Could an 
SDX contain data caches?

Need: SDN-driven flow steering, load balancing, site orchestration 
over Terabit/sec global networks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We hosted a workshop at SuperComputing’15 on “SDN for Scientific Networking”. Science has some immediate drivers and some unique use cases. And scientists are open to new ways to optimize the network cheaply!Much science today needs real time processing which needs low bandwidth delays. Could they run their applications at an SDX and further reduce latency?Could climate scientists use distributed SDN/SDXs for faster data transfers?Real-time Challenge of the LSST and SKA is: delivery in seconds to catch cosmic “events”
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Socializing SDN in Network and 
Security Communities

 Governance model, in particular at the IXPs. 
How to govern flows and deal with competing 
traffic? Need mechanism for resolving 
conflicts.

 New trust model. BGP’s is broken. How can 
SDN be created better from day one?

 Find users who have a problem to solve. SDN 
might be best solution. Try a small prototype!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For security in SDN to be built in, the legacy features of BGP which are broken, can be highlighted as motivation to change the model to an SDN one. At an IXP or SDX,  a network that is sending traffic may specify a particular outbound traffic policy, whereas the recipient of traffic may specify a conflicting inbound traffic policy. Must incorporate mechanisms for detecting and resolving conflictsMany campuses have problems which can be solved better with SDN. In particular, scientists are looking at things like distributed caching and mixing traditional networks with SDN networks with cloud providers. Campuses are like mini cities. Are there IoT or facilities use cases which can benefit from SDN? Try implementing on a small scale!
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SDN in CyberPhysical Systems (CPS) 

Sample areas of interest with secure SDN 
potential:
 IoT Security 
Smart Manufacturing
Smart Cities 
Smart and Connected Health
Secure Vehicles
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Other Agencies and SDN Security

Dept of Energy (DoE)/Energy Sciences Network 
(ESNet)

Connects scientists globally across 100Gb network
Example: Large Hadron Collider (LHC) experiment

 Looking at SDN for future network in support of Exascale 
computing

 Security architecture for control plane is a requirement!
 Taking a systems perspective - SDN control plane will have multiple 

controllers, will require authenticated, secure multi-domain 
conversations between controllers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NSF cooperates closely with other funding agencies, other federal agencies and standards bodies. NSF works closely with ESNet as many NSF funded scientists at sites or campuses use this networkESNet supports a network which has very high throughput requirements and a highly distributed network that also includes connectivity to cloud resources.The biggest challenge for scientists is data integrity along with the flexibility to move large amounts of data and access it from multiple sites simultaneously. The processing for LHC data, for example, now extends into AWS to get cycles. How can a new network be architected with all these requirements using SDN?
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Other Agencies and SDN Security

NIST
Emerging program looking at robustness and security 

issues in SDN/NFV and the standards and 
measurement science necessary to advance the state 
of the industry. 

Outputs might include: standards profiles and test 
programs to protect USG early investments these 
technologies; security and deployment guidance for 
their use; novel applications of SDN to address other 
issues in network security and robustness. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NIST has had a lot of inquiries about standard benchmarking for SDN vendors. They’ve also been asked about a definitive security framework.Only this month have they identified an emerging program to explore these issues.
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Other Agencies and SDN Security

Department of Homeland Security (DHS) S&T 
Priorities:

 Security of SDN itself. As new features are added, need to 
make sure they are added with security in mind.

 New features from SDN may help solve existing security 
problems that have been very difficult to handle.

• DDoS attacks have not been solved. DHS is currently 
funding several efforts that use SDN to defend against 
DDoSD attacks. 

– USC/ISI and Oregon with subcontract to UCLA
– Colorado State with subs to UC Riverside and NoFutz 

Networks.

Refer to DHS S&T: 
• Project on Secure Protocols
• DDoSDefense 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we talk DHS this is specifically in their Science and Technology (S&T) Directorate and Cybersecurity Division. Some of you may know the name Doug Maughan who leads S&T.Much of this falls under their program on secure protocols, which include DNSSec and RPKI.The other project where we see SDN is under DDoS DefenseDr. Dan Massey is the program director for both these areas.
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Testing SDN Security
 Must be done at scale, not via simulation, especially for WAN 

implementations - Go beyond Mininet
 Australian Research Network (AARNET) has a wide area SDN 

testbed that connects internationally. 
 4 Noviflow OF switches running ONOS. Connects to Seattle 

to Internet2/ESNet to connect to other testbeds.
 AARNET has SDN between them, New Zealand, South Africa 

and US.
 ESNet and Internet2 testbeds
 New Zealand – FAUCET controller has added functionality to to 

some layer 2 type attacks
 Phil Porras (SRI) and KAIST – WAN Testbed
 Partner with those who run SDX’s now in the R&E Community –

Atlantic Wave & Starlight

 PenTest/Red team attacks on SDN infrastructure
 POSEIDON – automated SDN PenTest framework (KAIST)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AMPATH is out of FIU and Starlight is out of Chicago. Use them for SDX testing. While operational, they are also tehre to support researchers
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Cybersecurity Experimentation of the 
Future (CEF) Study - 2014

 Engaged the cybersecurity research and CI communities on the needs, 
requirements, and potential gaps in cybersecurity experimental 
facilities and capabilities

 Strategic roadmap for developing sustainable infrastructure that 
supports tomorrow’s cybersecurity research 

 Experimentation is about learning
 To perform an evaluation (not formal T&E)
 To explore a hypothesis 
 To characterize complex behavior
 To complement a theory
 To understand a threat
 To probe and understand a technology

Collaborative effort 
by SRI International 

and USC-ISI
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CEF: Overall Recommendations for 
Transformational Progress

Emphasis on infrastructure alone will far fall short of achieving the 
transformational shift in research, community, and supporting 

experimentation required 

 Fundamental and broad intellectual advance in the field of 
experimental methodologies and techniques
 With particular focus on complex systems and human-technical 

interactions

 New approaches to rapid and effective sharing of data and knowledge 
and information synthesis
 That accelerate multi-discipline and cross-organizational 

knowledge generation and community building

 Advanced experimental infrastructure capabilities and accessibility
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CEF: More than Just Infrastructure

 Research infrastructure requires meta-
research into:
Design specification (multi-layered languages and 

visualization) 
Abstraction methodologies and techniques
Semantic analysis and understanding of 

experimenter intent
Formal methods and a rich approach to modeling 

to satisfy science objectives
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Future Research Infrastructure 
Needs

 Data – vetted, provenance-oriented real data
 Accessible by all – open source, virtual
 Serve researchers in multiple domains which 

can benefit from SDN – Cyber Physical, 
Networking, Security, Manufacturing, etc

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Current experimental analysis tools are custom built on an ad hoc basis, experiment by experiment
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SDN Funding Opportunities

 NeTS - due Sept and Nov. Up to $3M/5 years
 CC* - August 23rd. Specifically calls out SDN.
 CICI (16-533) -– due April 19. Up to $1M/3 years. 

Specifically calls out SDN.
 SaTC – out soon - due Sept and Nov. Up to $3M/5 

years.
Transition to Practice (TTP) Perspective!

 CPS (16-549) – due June 7. Up to $7M/5 Years
 EAGER – no set deadline. $300K limit/2 years
 REU supplements to existing awards
 Student travel grants
 Workshops

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CICI and SaTC both specifically target security focused projects. SaTC is more fundamental security research and CICI is more applied.Note the TTP perspective in SaTC looking for transitionable projects. We funded one SDN TTP project last year. We’d like to see more of these.We do a lot with other funding agencies so always a possibility for co-funding
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Final Takeaways
 Don’t repeat the mistakes of the past! 
 We may be building on principles of GENI, but this isn’t GENI
 Is SDN security a concern? NSF must hear this message from 

the research community!
 Creativity and innovation always welcome
 Would an EAGER better serve your idea?
 More cooperation between network/security researchers
 More cooperation between research and operations 

communities
 Take the human out of the loop - identify and remediate 

network attacks without a SysAdmin
 Help reviewers understand SDN
 Don’t forget REU supplements if you have a grant!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to create more programs on specific areas, NSF needs the community to tell us security is an issueSecurity researchers tend to be fractioned into verticals as it is – ie social/vehicle/network – but SDN can cut across all these as well as into the networking space. Finally, not as many networking or security people are familiar with and comfortable understanding SDN because it is so new. Help us help you by thoroughly explaining why SDN is being used to solve a problem or else why more research is needed in the area. We try our best to find good reviewers, but would be good to expand the pool of those in the community championing SDN.
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Want to be a reviewer for SDN?
Want to become an NSF Rotator?

Email me!
anikolic@nsf.gov
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